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Do you know which Brain Memo this is?To: Petercc: Chet From: Joseph Freeman/ARRB Date: 06/15/98 

03:33:29 PMSubject: Re: Your JFK Brain MemoI'll also send you my reply to Chet. Jeremy said you might also 

be able to find the memo in quesion by going through my old e-drive (or something like that!).To: Joseph 

Freeman/ARRBcc: From: Chet Rhodes/ARRBDate: 06/14/98 07:48:24 AMSubject: Re: Your JFK Brain MemoIt 

would take to long to download all your files, plus the security problem but if you give me some text that 

might be contained in the memo I will print it out and give to Cathy.To: Chetcc: From: Joseph Freeman/ARRB 

Date: 06/12/98 05:10:36 PMSubject: Your JFK Brain MemoI had asked Doug to find a memo I did for 

David/Jeremy on the chain of custody for JFK's brain, re: Jeremy's request to forward to Cathy memos that we 

think might be appropriate for inclusion in the appendix Jeremy is intending for the Final Report. While most 

of it was simply culled (though expertly culled, if I do say so myself) from existing records, I did conduct some 

outreach (as I recall) to Arlington National Cemetery on the matter. Since I don't have access to my old word 

processing files here in Phoenix, I asked Doug to see if he could find it (I was pretty sure I had given him a 

copy) and give me the relevant information to give to Cathy, so she wouldn't have to spend a lot of time 

looking for it. While Doug graciously located a couple other memos I had asked him about, he couldn't find 

this one. His reply is reprinted below. If he can't find it, I don't think Cathy will be able to unassisted, either. 

Any ideas? If I had my old word processing files, I would just go through the records one at a time until I found 

it. I know there are security concerns, but is there any way you could temporarily forward my old files to me, 

then take them back after I found the memo? Or something like that? Any help you could lend would be 

appreciated. Finding the darn thing has already been more trouble (to Doug) than it's worth, but I'd hate to 

lose my only chance to be in the appendix!Hope all is well!To: Joseph Freeman/ARRBcc: Kevin Tiernan/ARRB, 

Laura Denk/ARRB From: Douglas Horne/ARRB Date: 06/12/98 04:17:34 PMSubject: Your JFK Brain MemoVery 

Sorry, Man, but I cannot find this in your working files.I couldn't find it in 4.0.2 (JFK Medical), either. It may be 

misfiled. I suggest you send Chet an e-mail and ask him to print it out so that Cathy can then add it to the list, 

AND put it in the appropriate file.
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